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Presentation of the project
Partners: the European Microfinance Network (EMN), the
Italian Network of Microfinance (RITMI) and the Nantik Lum
Foundation;
Project’s goals: to identify, analyse and exchange best
practices adopted by European financial institutions and
organizations (MFIs, banks, separate programs, etc.) on the
field of financial inclusion for migrants;
Intervention
strategy:
questionnaire,
workshops, web-site, newsletter, blog
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Profile of the respondents
Respondents: 40 out of more than 150 contacted
MFIs (among which credit unions, CDFIs and
organizations that can provide directly
microcredit)
35%

Banks

43%

Public Programs

5%

17%

Other organizations not directly qualified for
providing financial services (associations,
guarantee societies, religious institutions and so
on)

Main countries of respondents: Italy, France, Belgium, United Kingdom, Spain, Germany
(+ Sweden, Portugal, Latvia)
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Bests practices identified

Overall index

Products and
services

Research and
innovation

Accurate selection
of the applicant
and sustanability

Follow-up
activities

Partnership

We have identified five categories (each category is further divided in different subcategories) and represent synthetically five different levels of best practices identified. To
measure the value of the best practices (summarized in the categories) we’ve used
indicators (for a total of 45 indicators).
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Products and services
Products and
services
Total indicators: 22

Current data on
migrant’s financial
inclusion

Variety of
products

(2)
Specific products
for migrants

The score increases as the
incidence of migrants on total
clients increases

(7)

(2)
Variety of training
activities
(2)

Informative material
in many languages

Financial education

Other clients
segments

Coherence b/t
needs and
supply

Migrant satisfaction
and project realization

(1)

(4)

(4)

Ad-hoc help of cultural
mediators/volunteers
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Research and Innovation
Research &
Innovation
Total indicators: 4

Having research
activities

Customer satisfaction
system

(2)

(2)

Great variance inside

37% of participants have
customer satisfaction
system; for 82% of them
annual and more frequent
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Accurate selection and sustanability
Accurate
selection and
sustanability
Total indicators: 10

Contacts with the
applicant

Keeping down
migrants’ non
performing loans

(6)

(1)

• In-person meetings
• Opportunity in
training activitities

Effective Criteria

(3)
• Asking for personal guarantors
• Competences
• Minimum economic contribution
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Follow-up activities
Follow-up
activities
Total indicators: 5

Actual visits following
the granting of the loan

The category performs
better for institutions with
small portfolios

(1)

(3)
• Volunters: relevant
incidence
• «mentoring» activities

Safety net against
unexpected events

Ad-hoc coaching
(1)
advices and instruments
for reaching the
objectives
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Partnership
Partnership
Interest in carry
out in the future
co-development
processses

Total indicators: 4

> the portfolio of
the institution
> the level of
partnerhip’s best
practice

&

General

Specific for migrants

(1)

(3)

positive correlation b/t
category of products and
services and this category

include more
segments more
than complete
supply to own
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Conclusions and advices to operators
• The remittance service should be reinforced, or at least
collaboration with money transfer operators: constant
send of remittances (possibility of check reliability ) 
constant reimbursement of a loan
• Stable collaboration with migrant’s associations should be
improved, for now only responding to temporary help
• Enhance administrative-fiscal support with specific
business development services – especially for bank
sector
• Considering more familiar and inhabitant situation during
selection processe
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Recommendations for next programming
• Allow the informal demand to emerge by guaranteeing
adequate financial services that can fit
• Focus on the design of payment instruments (first stage in
migratory process)
• Thinking on how to link save capacity to creditworthy
• Develop and foster insurance products in a mutualistic way
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